
The Art of Investing: Lessons from History’s Greatest Traders
Chapter 2: Benjamin Graham & Value Investing

Benjamin Graham is thought of as the father of Value Investing and he pioneered an 
approach to security analysis.

1) The Graham Effect
Graham invested in the early 1900s when investing was regarded by many as speculation 
run by those possessing inside information, which was legal at the time. In the days when
ticker tape provided information, Graham’s insights viewed stocks as ownership of a 
business over “idle speculation”.

2) Graham Biography
Graham was born in London in 1894, but moved to New York when he was a year old.  
His dad, Isaac, ran a retail business & the family enjoyed at comfortable living on 
Manhattan’s 5th Avenue.  His father died when Graham was 9 & the business went 
downhill.  His mother wiped out trading stocks in the 1907 market crash.
Graham was a top student & got a scholarship to Columbia University.  He started a 
career on Wall Street after graduating, and rose through the ranks by making partner at 
age 26.
He started his own firm in 1923, but in 1928 returned to Columbia to teach.  A year later, 
the 1929 stock market crash took place and he wrote “Security Analysis” in 1934, which 
became a bible of investing.

3) Investment Philosophy
a. Don’t buy a stock unless you’d be willing to buy the company.  Focus on the 

balance sheet showing assets & liabilities
b. Buy a company that stood the test of time, meaning it had survived more than 

one recession.
c. Always buy when it sells at a discount to its worth in case you miscalculated 

its value.
d. These ideas were summarized as a “Margin of Safety”, now thought of as a 

“wide moat”.  He focused on quantifiable measures of value, by reviewing the
books & the value of cash, inventory & property.  He reviewed current 
earnings & considered future profits only as a core competence of a firm with 
a sustainable advantage.

4) Mean Reversion
a. Past winners become future losers & past losers often transform into 

future winners
b. Now called behavioral finance, Graham considered current market 

psychology.  Fear & Greed drive Value away from long-run equilibrium 
prices.

5) Net-Net
a. Companies selling for less than cash liquidation or book value are a 

bargain he called Net-Net.
b. Starting with cash & equivalents, he added a conservative portion of 

accounts receivable & inventory, and then subtracted liabilities or debt 
obligations.



c. Comparing his calculations to the current stock’s price.  If it sold for less 
than his calculated value, it was a bargain, net-net.

6) Northern Pipeline
a. One of Standard Oil’s 34 spin-offs, Northern Pipeline transported crude 

oil to refineries.
b. Northern Pipeline had $95/share in railroad bonds & other cash 

equivalents, yet the stock sold at only $65/share while paying a hefty 9% 
dividend yield.

c. He bought it in 1928 after contacting other shareholders & requesting 
their help.  He acquired 38% of Northern Pipeline’s shares & was 
appointed to the board of directors.

d. He persuaded the company to pay $70/share in special dividends, which 
became a very attractive return during the Great Depression.

7) Government Employee Insurance Company (GEICO)
a. Later bought by Warren Buffet, GEICO was Graham’s most famous 

investment.  Selling car insurance, it had unique value.  Graham bought 
half the company in 1948 at a 10% discount to book value.

b. Riding the wave of the post-war auto industry, it sold through direct-mail 
advertising at discount prices. .Consumers got cheaper insurance while 
GEICO avoided the need to buy sales offices and pay salespeople.

8) Seven Strategies of Investing
a) Adequate Size: a company worth more than $600 million.  Government-

regulated Utilities are safer than Industrial firms, so the value was cut in 
half for them.  Large firms are less likely to go out of business, and have 
scale & experience to weather storms.

b) Strong Finances: Companies with total assets double its current liabilities. 
Total liabilities shouldn’t be higher than working capital (current assets. 
minus current liabilities).

c) Earnings Stability: Positive earnings for at least 10 consecutive years.  
This eliminates many cyclical firms as well as firms younger than 10 
years.

d) Dividend Record: This eliminates many growth stocks because many pay 
no dividends.  Editor’s Note: An interesting conundrum exists here.  
Warren Buffett, a Value investor who allegedly follows the Graham 
principles, is chairman & CEO of Berkshire Hathaway.  Although 
Berkshire Hathaway has a long, storied track record of investment 
success (including its purchase of GEICO in 1996), Berkshire Hathaway 
has never paid a dividend to investors. 

e) Earnings Growth of 33% over last 10 years:  Not a huge hurdle but t 
eliminates stagnant or shrinking companies even if they pay dividends or 
generate lots of cash.

f) Moderate P/E Ratio:  Current price is nit more than 15 times its average 
earnings over last 3 years.

g) Moderate Price/Asset Ratio:  Firms trading at less than 1.5 times book 
value.  Book Value (Net Worth) is the firm’s assets minus its liabilities.  



The 1.5 factor rules out most growth stocks  since they often trade at a 
high multiple of Price-to-Book.

h) In later years, Graham suggested a simpler formula.  Buy a portfolio of at 
least 30 stocks with P/E Ratios under 10, and debt-to-equity ratios under 
50%.  Hold each stock until it returns 50%.  If it doesn’t make 50% within 
2 years, sell it.  Graham’s back-testing showed it earned around 15%/year 
over the last half century.  

9) Graham’s Legacy
a) Graham’s made numerous contributions to measuring or 

quantifying value and made the distinction of viewing stock as 
owning a business and investing with a margin of safety.  He 
distinguished between speculation and investment.  “An 
investment operation is one which, upon thorough analysis, 
promises safety of principle and adequate return.  Operations not 
meeting the requirements are speculative.”

b) Many of the most successful investors, including Warren Buffet, 
were highly influenced by his work.

c) Value investing requires hard work: analytical rigor, discipline, 
patience and conviction (a willingness to go against he crowd).  
Graham, through following this approach ran an investment firm 
that posted 20% annualized returns between 1936-1956, roughly 
double the buy-and-hold return if the market.

10) Suggested Reading:
a. “Security Analysis” by Graham & Dodd
b. “The Intelligent Investor” by Graham and Zweig.


